ATLAS TOWER SITE ID: ATSA895
ATLAS TOWER SITE NAME: SEDGEFIELD

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
PORTION 113 OF THE FARM RUYGTE VALLEY NO. 205, KNYSNA RD

ADDRESS:
BEGONIA STREET, SEDGEFIELD, WESTERN CAPE

COORDINATES:
Lat: -34.020890°
Long: 22.822194°

ELEVATION:
22m

PROJECT:
PROPOSED NEW ATLAS TOWER 15m TREE MAST WITH 8m X 8m BASE STATION

APPROVED MAST:
15m TREE MAST

NOTES:
A) NEW 15m TREE MAST
B) 8m x 8m BASE STATION
C) 2.4m PALISADE FENCE
D) SITE SIZE: SITE SHAPED TO FENCE WITH FENCE
E) BASE STATION: CHIP STONE SURFACE

DATE DESCRIPTION REVISION
22-12-2019 1st Issue 0
27-02-2020 Reduce to 15m 1
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ATLAS TOWER SITE ID: ATSA895
ATLAS TOWER SITE NAME: SEDGEFIELD

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION:
PORTION 113 OF THE FARM RUYGTE VALLEY NO. 205, KNYSNA RD

ADDRESS:
BELOW STREET, SEDGEFIELD, WESTERN CAPE

CO-ORDINATES:
Lat: -34.020890°
Long: 22.822194°
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